could prove biologically hazardous." The Committee was "acting on behalf of and with the endorsement of the Assembly of Life Sciences of the National Research Council." The eleven signatories of the letter proposed a moratorium on (i) the construction and introduction into bacterial strains not already possessing them naturally of plasmids carrying new combinations of antibiotic resistance factors or toxins; (ii) the incorporation into recombinant bacterial or viral molecules of portions of oncogenic or other animal viruses. The writers further urged that "plans to link fragments of animal DNA's to bacterial plasmid DNA or bacteriophage DNA should be carefully weighed in light of the fact that many types of animal cell DNA's contain sequences common to RNA tumor viruses. Since joining of any foreign DNA to a DNA replication system creates new recombinant DNA molecules whose biological properties cannot be predicted with certainty? such experiments should not be undertaken lightly."
In the July 26,1974 issue of NATURE it was reported that the Director of the National Institutes of Health has indicated that he will establish a committee to define the possible hazards associated with such research and that NIH is willing to support an international meeting of scientists to discuss the matter.
At their annual business meeting August 13th, 1974, members od the Genetics Society cvf America voted unanimolusly to ask their executive committee to seek representation fosr the Society on the NIH Committee and at the planned International Meeting. This representation is currently being actively sought; it is intended to provide a means whereby views of the members of the GSA can be heard in these deliberations. A good input from members of the Society and any other interested persons is consequently needed if all appropriate actions are to be considered. This letter is to urge readers of GENETICS to take an active part in this matter.
To facilitate this activity, I suggest that readers send me their views and suggestions in a written form. I will transmit them to the GSA Committee on Public Relations who will work with our anticipated representatives to present them at the NIH deliberations and the International Meeting. Brief factual and, where possible, documented suggestions are probably more useful at present than philosophical statements, since few doubt the need and desirability for care and selfdiscipline. Questions such as how to determine risks, how to minimize potential dangers (help from individuals accustolmed to handling pathogens would be useful), how to evaluate the potential benefits of proposed experiments, how to ensure that investigators exercise suitable care without improperly interfering with individual freedoms, how to prevent the prostitution of these new techniques for destructive purpolses, etc. will all need to be answered. If any writers wish also to express their views in this Journal, I am sure that the editor will consider publishing them.
OLIVER SMITHIES, Vice President Genetics Society of America on behalf of the Executive Committee Received August 23,19 74
